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Abstract
A microelectromechanical system (MEMS) piezoelectric energy harvesting device, a
unimorph PZT cantilever with an integrated Si proof mass, was designed for low vibration
frequency and high vibration amplitude environment. Pt/PZT/Pt/Ti/SiO2 multilayered films
were deposited on a Si substrate and then the cantilever was patterned and released by
inductively coupled plasma reactive ion etching. The fabricated device, with a beam dimension
of about 4.800 mm × 0.400 mm × 0.036 mm and an integrated Si mass dimension of about
1.360 mm × 0.940 mm × 0.456 mm produced 160 mVpk, 2.15 µW or 3272 µW cm−3 with an
optimal resistive load of 6 k� from 2g (g = 9.81 m s−2) acceleration at its resonant frequency
of 461.15 Hz. This device was compared with other demonstrated MEMS power generators.

(Some figures in this article are in colour only in the electronic version)

1. Introduction

There has been increasing interest in the concept of
energy harvesting, which is a process of capturing
ambient waste energy and converting it into useable
electricity. Traditional power sources such as batteries
have limitations in current wireless remote sensor systems,
among them are large volume, limited lifetime, environmental
pollution and large maintenance requirements. Furthermore,
the increasing demands upon mobile devices such as
wireless sensor networks and the recent advent of the
extremely low power electrical and mechanical devices
such as microelectromechanical systems (MEMS) make such
renewable power sources very attractive.

A variety of ambient sources such as light, heat and
mechanical vibration have been studied as an additional
energy supplier. Among these, solar lighting has the
highest output power density, but mechanical vibration has
been demonstrated to offer great potential where there

is an insufficient light source [1]. The three types
of electromechanical transducers including electrostatic,
electromagnetic and piezoelectric have been utilized to design
and build vibration-based energy harvesting devices [2–5].
Piezoelectric energy harvesting devices have been more
intensively studied because of their simple configuration, high
conversion efficiency and ability for precision control of the
mechanical response [5–14].

Most current research on piezoelectric energy harvesting
devices is concentrated on bulk prototypes; however, a
few groups have demonstrated MEMS devices capable of
generating useful power. Marzencki et al successfully
fabricated a thin film AlN cantilever generator that can
generate 0.038 µW from a 0.5g (g = 9.81 m s−2) vibration at
its resonant frequency of 204 Hz [12]. The output power of
their device is limited to low power levels by the properties
of AlN. Through FEM simulation, they estimated that higher
power could be obtained from a thin film PZT generator due
to a much higher piezoelectric constant. Recently, Marzencki
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(a) (b)

Figure 1. Schematics of (a) the side view and thicknesses of a piezoelectric energy harvesting cantilever and (b) the simplified two-layer
model used for calculation and notations (not to scale).

et al improved upon the power generation capabilities of their
devices with a thin film AlN cantilever that can generate
1.97 µW from a 4.0g vibration at its resonant frequency of
1368 Hz [13]. Jeon et al developed a d33 mode thin film PZT
power generating device with interdigitated electrodes that
can generate 1.0 µW from a 10.8g vibration at its resonant
frequency of 13.9 kHz [9]. Fang et al fabricated a MEMS-
based PZT cantilever power generator with a nonintegrated Ni
proof mass that can generate 2.16 µW from a 1g vibration at its
resonant frequency of 609 Hz [8]. While their demonstrated
power density is quite high, the proof mass was not integrated
with the cantilever which will be an additional difficulty in
production. Renaud et al fabricated a MEMS PZT cantilever
with an integrated proof mass that can generate 40 µW
from a mechanical input driving the generator at its resonant
frequency of 1.8 kHz and amplitude of 180 nm [14].

While the surveyed devices demonstrate relatively large
power generation capabilities, the high resonance frequencies
necessary to obtain the power limit the scope of application for
these devices. It has been reported that common environmental
vibrations such as those found in a building exhibit moderate
amplitudes (<1g), and lower frequencies, typically between
60 Hz and 200 Hz [5], and the requirements on continuous
power for a typical bio-MEMS chip are 10 mW, and 2.8 µW
for an intermittent application (once per hour) [15]. This
paper presents a PZT energy harvesting cantilever device
with an integrated Si proof mass for low frequency (hundreds
of hertz) and high amplitude (>1g) vibration applications.
The design, fabrication and characterization of the device are
systematically elaborated.

2. PZT energy harvesting cantilever design

The targeted application environment, that is, the vibration
frequency and the acceleration amplitude must be known
before designing a resonating piezoelectric energy harvester
since maximum output power density is obtained when
the vibration frequency matches the resonant frequency of
the piezoelectric resonator. It has been reported that the
power output will be dramatically reduced when the driving
vibration frequency deviates from the resonant frequency
[16]. The vibration acceleration level is also important
because a device must be able to withstand large vibration
amplitudes that can arise in severe environments. Common

environmental vibrations exhibit moderate amplitudes (<1g),
and lower frequencies (60–200 Hz) [5]. The components
in an automotive vehicle, however, often experience much
higher vibration amplitudes. The ambient environment that
we targeted in this effort is one of approximately 140 Hz and
above 1g acceleration. These conditions favor a cantilever
structure with a proof mass not only since it is much easier
to realize a low resonance frequency but also because the
cantilever is effective at generating large strains for a given
input force compared to other structures.

The MEMS piezoelectric cantilever energy harvesting
device in this research consists of a multi-layer structure, as
shown in figure 1(a). Pt/PZT/Pt/Ti/SiO2 multilayered films
were deposited on a Si substrate. Si was used as the proof mass
at the tip to decrease the resonant frequency and to provide a
supporting layer under the beam to improve its mechanical
strength; SiO2 was used to compensate the internal stress and
insulator between the electrode and Si; interlayer titanium was
used to improve the adhesion between PZT and Pt; and Pt was
used as the electrodes.

The dimensions of the device were based primarily on the
resonant frequency determination. The thickness of the proof
mass was limited by the thickness of the 100 mm (4 inch)
wafer, approximately 500 µm. In addition, the thickness of
the PZT film and the thickness of the Si supporting layer were
fixed at 1 µm and 20 µm, respectively. All other thinner layers
were ignored to simplify the calculation during the design. A
schematic of the simplified model and correlated notations on
dimensions used for the calculation is shown in figure 1(b).

The resonant frequency of a cantilever (clamped-free
structure) without a proof mass can be expressed in terms
of the flexural rigidity EI [17] by

fn = ν2
n

2π

1

l2

√
EI

m′ (1)

or in terms of the bending modulus per unit width Dp (Dp =
EI/w) [18, 19] by

fn = ν2
n

2π

1

l2

√
Dp

m
(2)

where fn is the nth mode resonant frequency, υn the nth mode
eigenvalue, l the length of the cantilever, E the modulus of
elasticity, I the area moment of inertia about the neutral axis,
m′ the mass per unit length of the cantilever beam and w is the
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width of the cantilever. For a unimorph laminated composite
cantilever, Dp is a function of the Young’s moduli of the two
materials, Ep (PZT) and Es (Si), and their thicknesses, tp and
ts where

Dp = [
E2

pt4
p + E2

s t
4
s + 2EpEstpts

(
2t2

p + 2t2
s + 3tpts

)]
× [12(Eptp + Ests)]

−1 (3)

and the mass per unit area m is calculated from the thicknesses
and densities, ρp and ρs, of the two materials by

m = ρptp + ρsts . (4)

The resonant frequency of a cantilever with a point proof
mass positioned at the free end tip can be approximated by
[18]:

f ′
n

= ν ′2
n

2π

√
K

me + �m
(5)

where ν ′2
n = ν2

n

√
0.236/3, the effective mass of the cantilever

at the tip me = 0.236mwl, �m the mass of the point proof
mass added to the free end tip and K is the effective spring
constant at the tip of the cantilever given by

K = 3Dpw

l3
. (6)

However, when the proof mass is distributed across an
area rather than through a point at the end tip it can be treated
as a concentrated point load directed through its center of
mass. For a distributed proof mass with uniform density and
rectangular symmetry located at the free end tip, the center of
mass is at a distance of lm/2 from the end tip. The effective
spring constant of the cantilever at this location K ′ is related
to the end tip effective spring constant K by [20]

K ′ = K

(
l

l − lm/2

)3

. (7)

Substituting K ′ for K into equation (5), the resonant
frequency of a unimorph composite cantilever with a large
proof mass located at the free end tip is thus

f ′
n = ν2

n

2π

√
0.236Dpw

(l − lm/2)3(0.236mwl + �m)
. (8)

The targeted resonant frequency was attained by changing
the lengths and widths of the cantilever beam and the
dimensions of the proof mass.

3. Fabrication and evaluation

A four-mask process was used to fabricate the PZT cantilever,
as shown in figure 2. The fabrication process began with a
100 mm low-cost bare silicon wafer. SiO2 was grown on both
sides of the silicon wafer by a wet O2 method. Interlayer Ti and
electrode Pt were deposited one after another by magnetron
sputtering. PZT was deposited layer by layer using the sol–gel
method to reach a thickness of 1 µm. The top electrode was
patterned by the first mask and obtained by a liftoff process
after Pt deposition on a layer of patterned photoresist (PR).
The bottom electrode together with the cantilever structure
was patterned by the second mask and etched by inductively

Figure 2. Fabrication flow chart: (a) multilayer deposition; (b) top
electrode patterning by liftoff (mask 1); (c) bottom electrode
opening via RIE (mask 2); (d) cantilever patterning by RIE (mask
3); (e) proof mass patterning and cantilever release via backside RIE
(mask 4).

coupled plasma (ICP) reactive ion etching (RIE) to create
a bare window for easy access during wire bonding. The
cantilever structure without the bottom electrode was then
patterned by the third mask and etched by RIE. The back
side proof mass was finally patterned by the fourth mask and
the cantilever structure was finally released after back side Si
RIE.

The fabricated devices were cleaned, wire bonded and
evaluated. The dimensions of one of the devices were
measured using SEM (JEOL 7000 FE). The hysteresis
loop and the resonant frequency were measured using TF
Analyzer 2000 (aixACCT Systems) and impedance analyzer
(Agilent Technologies, 4294A). The output behavior was
then systematically evaluated using an experimental setup
described previously [21].
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(a) (b)

Figure 3. SEM pictures of the fabricated PZT cantilever energy harvesting device: (a) front side; (b) back side.

Table 1. Measured dimensions and effective volume of the PZT
device (µm).

lp wp tPZT tSi lm wm hm Volume (mm3)

3200 400 1 35 1360 940 456 0.6520

4. Results and discussion

4.1. Experimental results

SEM pictures of one of the fabricated cantilever devices are
shown in figure 3. From the pictures we can see the clearly
defined straight cantilever beam along with the undersized
proof mass. The straight beam shows little internal stress,
which demonstrates the practicable layer structure of the
device and the fabrication process. The undersized proof mass
resulted from the shrinkage of the photoresist which was used
as a barrier layer during RIE. A thin layer of SiO2 may be a
better choice for the barrier layer even though it would increase
the complexity of fabrication.

The measured dimensions of the device and the calculated
effective volume are listed in table 1. Both the width and the
length of the cantilever beam were uniform and consistent
with the designed dimensions, but the width and the length of
the proof mass and the thickness of the supporting Si layer
were inconsistent with the design due to the shrinkage of
the photoresist and the nonuniform etching rate of the RIE
system. The thicker supporting layer and the undersized proof
mass will result in a higher resonant frequency. However, a
SOI (silicon-on-insulator) wafer is a good choice to precisely
control the thickness and uniformity of the supporting Si layer.

Figure 4 shows the measured polarization versus the
electric field hysteresis loop of the PZT cantilever device after
wire bonding. The maximum polarization was 41.3 µC cm−2

at an electric field of 25 MV m−1. This value is the same as the
value measured before wire bonding. The PZT film retained
excellent properties after the long-term fabrication process.

Figure 5 shows the measured resonant frequency of the
PZT cantilever using the impedance analyzer. The peak of
the phase angle curve is at 462.5 Hz. The calculated value
using the measured dimensions is about 423 Hz, a difference
of about 9.4%. This discrepancy is attributed mainly to the
simplifications to the model ignoring other thinner layers

Figure 4. Piezoelectric hysteresis loop measured from the
wire-bonded PZT cantilever device.

Figure 5. Measured resonant frequency of the PZT cantilever
device.

and assuming perfect adhesion between layers, the effect
of the large proof mass on the cantilever stiffness through
a point away from the end tip and the measurement errors
of the physical dimensions of the cantilever, especially on
the thickness, which is critical to the resonant frequency.
Furthermore, the undersized proof mass and the thicker
supporting Si layer resulted in a higher resonant frequency
than the target design resonant frequency (140 Hz). To reach
the targeted resonant frequency, precise dimension control on

4
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Figure 6. AC output at 1g vibration with a 6 k� resistive load.

the process is crucial. Improved fabrication procedures would
minimize the difference between the designed and measured
resonant frequencies.

The Q-factor calculated from the phase angle peak is
about 233. A high Q-factor means low energy loss, which
is good for an energy converter; however, a high Q-factor also
means large sensitivity of the output behavior of a device to
the environmental vibration frequency. A little deviation of the
vibration frequency from the device’s resonant frequency will
induce tremendous reduction of the output power. A lower
Q-factor will be preferred as long as the output power is high
enough to support the application requirements.

Figure 6 shows the ac output of the device in its optimal
resistive load of 6 k� from 1g acceleration at its resonant
frequency of 461.25 Hz.

Figure 7 shows the peak voltage (Vpk = Vpk−pk/2) and
average power

(
Pave = V 2

rms

/
Rload

)
of the device versus

the resistive load at 0.5g, 1.0g, 1.5g and 2.0g accelerations
and corresponding resonant frequencies, which were obtained
from the experiment. The resonant frequency gradually
decreases with the acceleration amplitude is mainly attributed
to the increasing elastic compliance of PZT due to nonlinear

(a) (b)

Figure 7. (a) Peak voltage and (b) average power versus resistive load.

effects under large stress [22–24]. The optimal resistive load
was found from figure 7(b), which is the resistance when
the maximum power generation is obtained. The optimal
resistance increases slightly with the excitation acceleration
amplitude since the mechanical damping of the device
increases with stress [23], and the electrical damping must be
increased to match the mechanical damping to maximize the
output power. Increasing the resistive load is a convenient
approach to increasing the electrical damping because the
electrical damping is proportional to the resistive load [25].

The maximum output power of 2.15 µW was obtained
at 2g acceleration with a 6 k� resistive load resulting in a
maximum power density of 3272 µW cm−3. The power
density was calculated using the average power divided by
the effective volume of the device, which is the volume of
the entire beam and the Si proof mass calculated from the
measured data in table 1. The effective volume instead of the
operation volume was used for comparison with other power
generators in references.

The continuous power requirements for a typical bio-
MEMS system have been reported to be 10 mW, however;
many bio systems may operate with an intermittent power
source rather than a continuous one [15]. If an application
needs 10 mW of power only once per 80 min, for example, the
power generated by this PZT cantilever would be sufficient.

Figure 8 shows the peak voltage and average power
of the device versus the vibration frequency at 0.5g, 1.0g,
1.5g and 2.0g accelerations and the corresponding optimal
resistive loads obtained from figure 7(b). The resonant
frequencies of this device at different accelerations apparently
shifted to lower frequency with increasing exciting vibration
amplitude. In figure 8(a), the Vpk is not linearly related
to the acceleration amplitude, but increases more and more
slowly. This is because of the nonlinear response of PZT
under large stress; both the elastic compliance and damping
coefficient increase when the stress is sufficiently large while
the piezoelectric constant decreases with increasing stress [24].
The power does not increase in a quadratic relationship with the
acceleration but increases more and more slowly for the same
reason.

5
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(a) (b)

Figure 8. (a) Peak–peak voltage and (b) average power versus vibration frequency.

Figure 9. Damping ratio increases with acceleration amplitude.

Besides the output behavior of this device, the damping
ratio (ζ) was also calculated at different accelerations. For
a damped harmonic oscillator, the mass m, natural angular
frequency ω0, viscous damping coefficient c and the damping
ratio ζ (defined as the ratio between the damping coefficient
c and the critical damping coefficient cc) are related by
c = 2mζω0 [25]. A large damping ratio indicates low-
power conversion efficiency and increased energy loss. The
ac outputs of the PZT cantilever were recorded separately
immediately after stopping the exciting vibration. The
damping ratio can be calculated by [25]:

ζ = 1

2πn
ln(x1/x2) (9)

where x1 is the amplitude at one point in time and x2 is a
later amplitude measured after n periods of the sinusoidal

Table 2. Comparison among MEMS piezoelectric energy harvesting devices.

Effective volume Power Power density A f
Author Device (mm3) (µW) (µW cm−3) (g) (Hz)

Marzencki et al [12] d31 AlN cantilever 3.8a 0.038 10 0.5 204
Jeon et al [9] d33 PZT cantilever 0.027a 1.01 37 037a 10.8 13.9k
Fang et al [8] d31 PZT cantilever 0.1992a 2.16 10 843a 1.0 608
Marzencki et al [13] d31 AlN cantilever >0.552 a 1.97 <3569a 4.0 1368
Renaud et al [14] d31 PZT cantilever 1.845a 40 21 680a 1.9a 1.8k
Shen et al (in this research) d31 PZT cantilever 0.6520 2.15 3272 2.0 462.5

a Estimated from data in reference.

response. For each acceleration evaluated, ten segments of
the damped waveforms were randomly selected to obtain the
amplitudes to be used in calculating the average damping ratios
and the results shown in figure 9. The ratio increases with the
acceleration due to nonlinearity of PZT under large stress [23].

4.2. Comparison with other published MEMS energy
harvesting devices

The working conditions, output behaviors and pictures of this
integrated MEMS PZT energy harvesting device together with
other published MEMS piezoelectric power generators are
listed in table 2 for comparison.

5. Conclusions

A MEMS PZT energy harvesting cantilever with an integrated
Si proof mass was designed, fabricated and evaluated. The
fabricated device has beam dimensions of about 4.800 mm ×
0.400 mm × 0.036 mm with an integrated Si proof mass with
dimension of about 1.360 mm × 0.940 mm × 0.456 mm. The
effective volume, beam plus proof mass, is about 0.6520 mm3.
It produced 160 mVpk, 2.15 µW or 3272 µW cm−3 with an
optimal resistive load of 6 k� from 2g acceleration at its
resonant frequency of 461.15 Hz.
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